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1. Dependency ratio is the ratio of people

J4, of non-working ages to those of working ages

(B) who are physically dependent

(C) who are burden on the society

(D) none of these

2. According to Malthus positive checks include

(A) famine

(C) war

(B) disease

3. Socia} Attitude of Indian that does not lead to high birth rate is

(A) absence of recreational facilities

(B) orthodoxy

(C) cultural values

-?.!p tropical climate

4. How can population growth be limited?

(A) through wide spread of contraceptives

(B) by initiating family planning programme

(C) through financial incentives

g/ All of the above

5. When did India introduce'National Population Policy'?

(B) 1e86

(D) 1e56

,t6 Ls76

(c) 1e66

6. Sex ratio is dependent upon
,}\.6) marriage ratev

(C) death rate

gl all of the above

(B) migration rate

(D) AII of the above
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7 ' is the ratio of the total registered deaths occurring in a specified
calendar year to the total mid year population of that year multiplied by 100o
(A)^ crude Birth Rate (B) crude Fertility Rate
g Crude Death Rate (D) Mortality

8' Which among the following sentences are associated with'Socio-Economic Crimes,?

I. Socio-economic crimes do not carry any stigma.

II. The victim of socio-economic crimes is normally the entire society.

III. Socio-economic crimes are committed by means of unplanned conspiracies.

IV. Socio-economic crimes are committed by statused people in society

(A) I, II and III
,ff I. II and IV
(C) I, III and IV
(D) I, II, III and IV

9. National Policy in child labour lggr is mainly concerned with
(A) Education of the working children

@b Vocational training of working children
g Rehabilitation of working children
(D) Protection of woiking children

10- which among the following is not a characteristic of crime?
(A) Crime is legally forbidden
(B) Crime is intentional
rgf Crime is harmless
(D) Penalty is prescribed for crime

11- is the cause of unemployment problem in India.
,tt/ over population (B) Transportation
(C) Poverty (D) Malnutrition

ADSO/lg 4



12. Which among the following sentences is not true regarding the strains experienced
ds a result of the practice of sexism?

rA) N,{pn ale 5 times mole likely than women to commit suicide
" 2 

rrr\L rJ t rrcrr. YY vrrts

\rF) \\Iomen are 3 times more hkel5' suffer fi:om severe rnental disorders
(C) Women are being treated as thoughtless objects

(D) Many women face ageing with d.istaste and shame

13. An ideology in which society is divided into religious communities and opposed to
each other
(A) Individualism ,gtf 

""^munalism(C) Religious (D) Monotheism

14. Ups and downs in trade and business are known as

(A) Industrial unemployment .gl Cyclical unemployment
(C) Rural unemployment (D) Education unempioyment

15. One of the following is not the factor for emotional abuse

(A) Poverty

(B) Deficient Parental Control
(CL Non-cordial relations within the family

6 \rictimisation

16. Identify the type of abuse-kidnapping childre-n and facing them the beg in streets
(A) Physical abuse .gf Social abuse

(C) Emotional abuse (D) Sexual abuse

t7. is instituted by Central Govt. in 1964 to observe coruuption
(A) ^ Anti-corruption Bureau

gT The Santhanam Committee on Prevention of Corruption
(C) Central Vigilance Commission

(D) Directorate of Vigilance and anti-corruption

18. Political causes of corruption is/are

. (A) Loopholes in law
(C) Inflation

v

(B) Illiteracy

ADSO/I9
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19. British introduced the caste disabilities removal Act in

(A) 1848 (B) 184et
,9 1B5o (D) 1851

20.

(D)

Large number

Large number

ladder

2r. of the

according to Takott

(A) Possession

(C) Performance

Social stratification means breaking up

(A) two individuals

(C) two nations

of relationship between 
"

(B) two societies

22. wh

,6
(B)

(c)

23.

6 group of individuals

\A/hich amons the followins sentences is associated with social stratification in post

industrial societies?

(A) Large number

(B) Large number

of people are ranked at the bottom of stratification ladder

of people ale lanked at the top of stratification Iadder

of people are ranked in the mrddle of sti'atification ladder

of people are ranked at the top and bottom of stratification

following, which factor does not come under social differentiation

Parsons

Qualities

Order

(B)

v
at among the following is not a characteristic of class distinction

Members of a class are of common origin

They maintain a sense of equality .amongst themselves

They have common attitude towards others who may be considered inferior or

superior by th'em

O) Their manner of livine is distinct from others

ADSO/19



' 24. Changes in social positions with regard to variations in occupation, prestige, income,

wealth. Dower and social class is referred to as

25. The membership of caste is

(A) Non Co-operation

(C) Secular (D) Open System

26. The status determined by the talents, inteiligence, wealth and achievement of person

is

(A) Ascribed status

gl Achieved status

(C) Mode of living

(D) Mode of feeling

27. The Caste Disabilities Removal Act was passed in the year.

€ 1850 (B) 1851

(c) 1852 (D) 1853

28. Who propounded the Conflict theory?

(A) Social change

.6 Social mobility

(B) Internationalmobility

(D) Migration

6 Non transfer

(B) Spencer

(D) Comte

,Ff ascribed

(D) acquired

ADSO/I9
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29. What type of status occupied a person b5r caste?

(A) achieved

(C) attained

Durkheim

Marx



30. Structure of the society may encourage or discourage collective behaviour. This is
called as

,6{ Structural Conduciveness

(B) Collective Behaviour

(C) Structural System

(D) Social System

and olientation towards social change are two important characteristics
of Social Movement

(A) Social Action

(C) Group Action

o1
Jt.

(B) Community Action

,6 Collective Action

32. "we can increase the rate of change towards positive societ5r by educating people to

. think properly" - Whose statement?

.rlf August Comte (B) Sorokin

(C) Talcott Palsan (D) Karl N{arx

33. Which movement seeks to create an ideai social system (or) a perfect society. Which
can be found only in man's imagination and not in reality?

(A) Expressive movement

,,f Utopian movement

(C) Revolutionary inovement

(D) Reform movement

34. A temporary pattern of behaviour that catches people's attention is

(A) panic

(C) fashion

(B) trend

ADSO/19
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35. One concern about the expansion of the information super'highway is

(A)^ interest in accessing it rn'ill outstrip capacity to carry so many users'a
-5) social inequaiities wiil become greater both on national and global basisv

(C) people will tie up the services with non-essential activities

(D) peopie will become even more alienated as they relate move through
comp utels

involves a tlansformation of social, political and economic organisation36.

o/.

(A) \\-estelnization
'..(0) Sanski'rtisation

(A) Inventions

(C) Behaviour

is the obstacle to social chanse.

,Ff Ntlodernization

(D) Ulbanization

,JPf Habit
(D) Character

(B) Herbert Spencer

(D) Karl Marx

38. While explaining social change, who proposed two cuitural extremes of 'sensate' and
'ideational'?

(A) August Comte

,g Pitrim A. Sorokin

39. 'Social change' formulated the hypothesis of 'cultural lag', said by

(A) W.G. Sumner ,gf Wiltiam F. Ogburn

(C) E.B. Tylor (D) Lewis Henry Moi'gan

40. Seiect the correct resp,onse out of four choices given beiow :

Assertion (A) : Peopie cling themselves tenaciously to the harmful, out dated and
inefficient practices.

Reason (R) : The traditional attitudes of the people wiii not allow them to accept
new tntngs.

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)

\Y Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)

(C) (A) is true but (R) is false

(D) (A) is false but (R) is true

G e ADSo/lg
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41. Which one of the following is not one of the features of urban community?

-6 contacts are non-segmental

(B) in it there is anonymity

(C) in it there is homelessness

(D) in it there is sociai heterogenerty

42. In urban, theoretical expianations of criminal behaviour have been classified into
(A) 5groups 6 6groups

(C) 7 groups (D) 8 groups

43. Which one of the following is NOT the cause of urban problems?

(A) Migration

(B) Industrial growth

6 Effective Town Pianning

(D) Apathy'ofGovernment

44. Which among the following is not the situational factor of juvenile delinquency?

(B) Substitute parents

(D) Movies

is characterised by the rejection of the golas and
the means and an attempt to adopt new goals and means.

(A) Innovation

(C) Retreatism

(B) Ritualism

46. Which among the following is not a characteristic of urban social interactions?

(A) Social interactions are instrumental

(B) Social interactions are transitory

(C) Social interactions are segmental

,Ff Social interactions are personal

ADSO/I9

6b Broken homes

,F> Impulsiveness

45. According to Marton,

6 Rebellion
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47 . \\rhich subjects are referred as "twin sisters"?
.a

.lFl Socioiog5' & Anthropology (B) Soci.olog-v & Psychologl'

(C) Sociolog-v & Histoi'y (D) Sociology & Economics

is concerned with the evolution of man, his bodilv characteristics, racial48.
featules, and the influence of environment.

(A) Socio-cultural Anthi'opology ,6f Physical Anthropology

(C) HumanPalaentologr,' (D) Somatology

49. Statement I : Sociology is abstract in nature and less precise

Statement II: Economics is concrete in nature and more precise.

,Jr"f Statement I and Statement II are true

(B) Statement I is true Statement II is false

(C) Statement I is false Statement II is true
(D) Both the statements are false

50. studies the territorial basis of the life of people and aiso the problems of
population such as volume and density

(B) General Sociology

(D) Social Psychology

51. The early sociological studies of religion has
character.

(A) two

(C) four

(A) - Social Physiology

.ttf Social Morphology

(A) Durkheim

(C) Ginsberg

I three

(D) five

insisted that sociology has only a limited field

,tUf Smali

(D) Vieikandt

11

distinctive methodoloeical

ADSO/19
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52. One of the Staiwats, of this school thought, say that sociology has three main
division in scope of sociology

(A) August Comte gf E^rIe Durkheim

(C) Ginsberg (D) Karl Mannheim
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54. The branch of sociology which deals with the quantity and quality of population is
called as

(A) Social Physiologl'

(C) Sociai Pathology (D) General Sociology

55. Which of the foliowing Sociologist belongs to formalistic school?

(A) Ginsberg

VGf Social Morphotogy

(B) Durkheim

(D) Sterbert Spencer

(B) Darwin

(D) Max Weber

(B) Interdependence

,Ff Nfax weber

56. Who is considered as the father of Sociolos-v?

(A) Spencer

g/ Auguste Comte

57. What does society exclude?

(A) Differences

(C) Reciprocity

58. The.word 'Sociology' is derived from

,A Latin

1912 ri^eboundedness

(C) Italian

(B) Greek

(D) English

59. which of the following is not important for the study of sociology?

(A) it enables to study the society suplimatically

(B) it helps in solving social problems

(C) it enriches our knowledse of culture

,Ff it helps in raising the standard of the people

ADSO/I9 12



60. MFALP stands for

-E Malginal Farmer and Agricultural Labourers Projectv
(B) Migration Farmer and Agricuitural Labourers Project

(C) Movement of Farmers and Agricultural Labourers

(D) Migrated Fat'mel and Artisian Laboulers Ploiect

is basic means of production in rural society.

6 Land

(B) Mills

(C) Cottage Industry

(D) Animal Husbandry

62. Identify the article that abolishes untouchability and its practice

(A) Article 18 ,Fl Article 17

(C) Article 20 (D) Article 21

63. Which Indian Prime Minister signed Panchsheela with China?

(A) Dr. Manmohan Singh

(B) Mr. Narendra Modi

,gf Mr. Jawaharlal'Nehru

(D) MS. Indra Gandhi

64. Per year times the Gram Sabha Assembiy conduct in Indian ViIIage.

61.

,.r{ 2 times

(C) l time

(B) 5 times

(D) every week end

ADSO/I9
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(B) June 1989

1965

1968

gl April 1e8e

(B) 1s52

(D) 1e70

65. The Jawahar Rozgar yojana was introduced in

(A) May 1989

(C) Malch 1989

66' The first resolution on National Polic],- on education, in India was adopted in the year
(A)

,/rf
67 ' Subsistance viilage agricultural economy was transformed into market economv

during the period of

,Cf British (B) pre-British

(C) Mugals (D) post Independence

68. The people live in fixed abodes only far a few months is known as

(A) semi-permanent agricultural viliages

,l miglatur.y a gncultural villages

(C) permanentagriculturalvillages

(D) villages without agriculture

69. The'dark age'in Indian economy is the period of

,tf British rule G) Mugals rule
(c) Post Independence (D) pre-British rure

70. which one of the following is characteristic of familism?

(A) Greater importance of individual,s interest

Vr Greater importance of collective interests of member

(C) Greater.importance to a particular community

(D) Greater importance to a particular culture

ADSO/I9 t4



7\- The process by which culture traits spread fi:om one cultulally distinct group to
another is knorvn as

(A) Evolution (B) Assimilation

(D) Disintegration

72. According to Durkheim, or.ganic solidarity is based on

(A) collective conscience

(C) penal law

(B) repressive sanctions

73- To Durkheim, which one of the foiiowing is not the characteristic of N{echanical
Solidai'ity?

(A) Solidarity of resemblances (B) Homogeneity

(C) Common Values and bciiefs Division of labour

74. Comte, in which stage, human mind seeks to establish scientific laws and principles?
(A)

,9
75- "Evolution is a change from a state of relatively indefinite, in coherent homogeneity

to a definite coherent heterogeneity". Who said

(A) - Pareto (B) N[ax Weber,1V) Spencer (D) Karl Marx

76- Karl Marx, evolutionary frame work, he arranged societies in the order of

.g/ Diffusion

Theological stage

Positive stage

I. Primitive Society'

II. Feudaiism

III. Capitalism

IV. Communism

The correct order is

(A) I\-. rrr, rr, r

(c) IV, II, IiI, I

,ref drvision of labour'

(B) Metaphysical stage

(D) Fictitious stage

VGf r, rr, rrr, rv

ADSO/19
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77. The society pass through 3 stages of its development the theological, the meta
physical and scientific. This view was. hold by

(A) E. Durkheim (U)-" Spencer

(C) Max Weber 5 Auguste Comte

78. Existence of slavery and one class owns and exploits the membels of the another is
known as

,6 Ancient Stage

(C) Feudal Stage

,{Ff Rational-le gal authority

81. The type of order that is associated with theological stage is

(A) Collective order

tgf Domestic order

(B) Primitive Communist Stage

(D) Capitaiist Stage

(B) Universal order

(D) Mutual order

(B) Auguste Comte

(D) P.A. Sorokin

79. "An essay on social phl'sics" is the work of

(A) Comte .6 Adolf Oventelet

(C) Adolf Hitler (D) Spencer

80. According to Max Weber, the authority which is based on the acceptance of a set o{

imperponal ruies is called

(A) Traditionalauthority

(B) Charismatic authority

(C) Coercive authority

82. Who used the structural functional method in the study of social phenomena?

(A)

,FT
Simmel

Talcott Parsons
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83. The close associated Sanskrit word for evolution is

.Gf vikas (B) Evorve

(C) \ripak

84. The book "The HoIy Family" was the work of

.rf i\lalx & Engels

(B) Comte & Spencer

(C) Comte & Marx

(D) Nfarx & Spencer

85. "Harakiri", practiced in Japan is an example of

Jr/ Altruistic

(D) Vitak

(B) Egoistic

(D) Solidarity

suicide

(C) Anomic

86. "The Rules of Sociological Method" was the work of

(A) Weber (B) Comte

,9f Durkheim (D) Coser

87. Sociology, according to Pareto, is a

of and experiment with social facts

.rf logico-experimental science

(B) empirical science

(C) social science

(D) qualitative research

based exciusively on the observation

ADSO/I9
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88. According to

(A) Cooley

,2ng F'reud

self and societv are not identical.

(B) Mead

(D) Marx

is the characteristic of In-group89.

(A) Simple

(C) Competition

(B) Primary relation

92.

v6l'Ethnocentric

90. "Gemeinschaft" is referred to as

'V<) Oommunitl' (B) Association

(C) Society (D) Institution

91. 'Looking Glass Self is a socialization process which essentialiy means

VC A self perception of what others think of us

(B) A true judgement of approval and disapproval

(C) To attract attention and seek praise

(D) A true reflection of one's personality

introduced the term "reference group" into the literature on small groups.

,5f Mazafer Sherif (B) Ogburn Nimkoff

(D) Johnson(C) Horton Hunt

93. Who gave the concept of "Looking-Glass Self "

(A) G.H. Mead V€r.H. Cootey

(C) Sigmund Freud (D) H.N,t. Johnson

ADSO/19 18



94. Broad sociaiization is intended to promote

.tf Inclependence ancl self expression

(B) Obedience and Conformity

(C) Authority

(D) Equality

95. Who distlnguished gloups on the basis of contacts?

(B)

,6

96. Which among the following factors is not favouring assimilation?

(A) Tonniers

(C) Sorokin

(A) Toleration

Simmel

Cooley

(B) Amalgamation

(D) Education,tf Dominance

97 . Which of the following statements about 'looking glass self is incorrect?

(A) the deveiopment of seif is an ongoing life long process

,lFT we move beyond looking glass self as we mature

(C) the process of looking glass self applies to old age

(D) the self is always in process

98. The process, which concentrates on the internalisation of cultural norms and values

and the appreciation of other roles and perspectives is called

(A) Developmental Socialisation

(B) Adult Socialisation

tt/ Primary Socialisation

(D) Secondary Socialisation

ADSO/19
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99. Which of the following conditions is known
/A) I{ioh fertility and low mortality-?

.Fl Low fertility and low mortality
(C) High fertility and high mortality
(D) Low fertility and high rnortality

100" Which of the foliowing is
collection?

(A) Vitai events

(C) Vital statistics

101. Early marriage is associated with
high fertility
low fecundity

AS the new balance of population?

not the term associated with the method of population

(B) Vital records

V \ritat information

is the causes for the raoid
Lack of material knowledge

Progress in medical knowledge

high fecundity

low fertility

programme in 1975?'

(B) R.D. Karve

(D) RabindranathTagore

growth of population in India.
(B) Lack of attitudes of Indians

(D) Lack of social solidarity

(B)

(D)

(A)

.6

if rval which have a'common area of origin

-O Migration streams (B)

refers to the total number of moves made during a given migration
and a common area of destination.

Migratory movement

(D) Migration patterns

Independent India?

(B) 1e71

(D) 1s72

(C) Gross migration

105. When was the

I, 1e51

(c) re82

ADSO/I9

first census conducted in

T,
(c)

I02. Who initially launched the twenty point
(A) Jawaharlal Nehru,

V) Indira Gandhi

103.

LO4.
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106. Demograph5t focuses are

(A) size of population

(B) disti'ibution of population

(C)- composition of population

,lp All of the above

107. According to 2011 census, the average number of females per 1000 maies (sex ratio)
is

(A) e33 (B) s34

(c) s27 gf nno

108. is the ratio of total live births in some specified year in a particular area
to the member of women in the child-bearing age, multiplied by 1000

(ll tne crude bilth rate

{F the general feltility rate

(C) the total fertiiity rate

(D) the gross reproduction rate

109. When was the "National Family Planning Programme" launched?

(B) re4e

(D) 1e55

110. Thqfirst world population conference was held in Rome in the year

(B) 1e65g rs54

(c) 1948 (D) 7s7 4

111. National Population Policy deals with
(A) Human Behaviour

(B) Aericulture Production
.2\rc) Health Care Services

(D) Industrial Production

c2r ADSO/19
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L72. When was the medical termination of pregnancy act up passed?

(B) re82

(D) 1e84

(B) PN,{EGP

(D) NFFWP

modifying the learnt behaviour of the delinquent through the
development of new learning process

(A) Psycho therapy

.gf Behaviour therapy
(C)_ Reality therapy

(D) Active therapy

(A) 1978

{ef 1s71

113. "Unemployment is a condition in which an individual is not in a state or
Iemunerative occupation despite his desii.e do so", who said this?
(A) C.B. N{amoria,Jgj Juhani Lonnloth
(C) D'X{ello

(D) Nava Gopal Das

I14. Which scheme provides a legal guarantee for one.hundred days of employment to
adults?

4l NREGA

(c) vAr\{BAY

115. Behaviour patterns or conditions which arise from social processes are

{E Social Problems

(B) Economic Problems

(C) Political Problems

(D) Reiigious Problems

1 16.

tI7. defined crimes "an intentional act or omission in violation of criminal
law committed with not defence or justification"

(A) Cadwell ,JFfTappan
(C) Thoresten Seilin

ADSO/I9 22
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118. \\rhich among the following is not a socio-economic crime?

(A) Tax evasion (B) Under-invoicing

,6 xloiesrarion (D) Smuggling

119. Peopie who are partially emplol'ed on doing inferior jobs while the5' couid do better
job are not adequately employed in

(A) Unemplovment

6 Undel Emplol-ment

(C) Voluntary Unemployment

(D) ConditionalUnemployment

I20. is largely concerned with men and women who constitute the labour
force of the country, who are able to bodied and willing to work but are not gainfuliy
emPio5ted.

(A) Under Employment

(B) Seasonal Unemployment

"ef Unemployment

(D) Industrial Unemployment

IzL. Which among the following sentences is not true regarding consequence of sexism?

(A) The talents of women go unutilised

(B) Sexism places limited opportunities for women

(C) Men occupy and activeiy exclude women from positions of economic and
political power

,P Women do not suffer from institutional sexism

122. Tllassification of group into Primary and Secondary group has been done by

,6 Cooley (B) Tonniers

(C) Sumner (D) N{aclven

ADSO/19
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r23.

L24.

(A)s
is a sentiment uniting a whole gl'oup sharing a similar social status

Class consciousness (B) Competitive class feeling

Corporate class consciousness (D) Class antagonism

mobility refers to social ascendance of the individuals or groups in the
status scale

(A) Sti'uctui'al

.6 Upward

(A) Cuiture

(C) Sociai Group

(B) Horizontal

(D) Downward

6 Open Societies

Religion

Social stratification

6 Vertical mobility

r25. The societies which are based on achieved statuses are called

(A) Herding Societies

(C) Pastoral Societies

(B) Closed Societies

126. The term "Sanskritisation" was introduced into Indian Socioiogy by whom?

(A) G.S. Ghwye ,6) M.N. Srinivas

(C) Raja Ram Mohan Roy (D) James O'Connel

L27. Class and caste are the two main types of

(B)

,p
I28. "Caste is a system in which an individual's rank and it accompanying rights and

obligations is ascribed on the basis of birth into a particular croup". Who said this?
(A) FI. Cooley *gl Wiiliams
(C) E.A. Gait (D) Maclver

r29. refers to movement in any or all of the 3 areas of living class, occupation
and power.

(A) Horizontal mobility

(C) Migration
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130. In the caste system an individual's status is fixed by

(A) occupation

.gf bi,ti

(C) Social disorganisation

(B) education

(D) aptitude

(D) Social order

131. In our times most acceptable theory about the origin of the caste system is

(A) Occupational theory ,JFf Evolutionary theory
(C) Racial theory (D) Political theory

732. Match the List I with List II and select the correct answer :

List I List II

(a) Narmada Bacho Andolan 1. Against Government decision to replace

the natural Sal forest with Teak

(b) Silent Valley Movement 2. Uttara Kannada and Shimoga district of
Karnataka State

(c) Appiko Movement 3. KSSP, an NGO

(d) Jungle Bachao Andola 4- Medha Patkar

(a) (b) (c) (d)

4321
(B)L 2 3 4
(c)2 3 I 4
(D)4 2 1 3

133. According to Anderson'and Parker, is a form of dynamic pluralistic
behaviour which progressively develops struclure through time.
(A) Social mobility ,6f Social movements

134. The 'Relative Deprivation theory' and the 'strain theory' give us an impression that
social movements necessariiy arise out of ^. conditions.

(A) Positive Vf Negative
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(C) Pressure
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135. SNIDP is an Association for maintenance of Dharma founded by
,

VF) Shi'i \atavana

(B) Ambedkar

(C) Gandhiji

(D) Da1'ananda Saraswati

136. Backward class movement assumed the characteristics of a

anti-hindi, anti-sanskrit and anti-brahmin.

(B)

(c)

(D)

Dravidian Movement

Aryan Movement

Dalit Movement

Political N,{ovement

and became

137. A non-institutionai effort to change society

(A) Social Change

(B) Social Action
?

.91 Social N'Iovement

(D) Sociai Solidarity

through collective action is called

declared.

Coser

Dahrendorf

138. 'Violence is the midwife of historv'
',Wj Marx

v
(C) Simmel

(B)

(D)

139. Among the following

(A) Spengler

(C) Sorokin

who does not belong to the cyclical theories of sociai change?

(B) Toynbee

gl N{organ
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L4O. 
}rt continuity cannot be defined in the absence of

\fA) Social change (B) Urbanization
(C) Industi'ialization (D) Bureaucratization

11,I. lVhich among the following is not a ps5rchological cause of drug abuse?
rA\ qqriefying Cur.iosity (B) Relieving tension*7

g Sta'ing awake (D) Removing inhibitrons

r42. which among the following are true regarding urban societ;,?

I. Urban community is characterised by intense and social mobilitv
II. Functional segregation is found in urban society
III. Regulation of social behaviour is largely done thi.ough family
IV. Urban people are more individualistic

(A) I, II and III
(C) I, III and I\-

(B) II, III and IV
,JDf I, II and IV

are specially created for delinquent children under 19 who cannot be143.
sent to certified schools.

(A)^ Auxiliai'v homes
,.(

vl .rloster nomes

(B) Borstaiinstitutions
(D) Remand homes

144. Who said, the main cause of poverty is the personal ownership and monopoly of the
individual on the land.

,I4 Hentry Geolge (B) J.G. Goddard
(C) John. L. Gillin (D) Adam Smith

745' Which society is dominated by secondary relations?
(A) Rural society 4f Urban society
(C) Tribal society (D) peasantry class

146. Which one of the following contributed'the maximum to the growth of urbanisation?
(A) availability of educational facilities
(B) availabiiity of more houses

rcL availability of more land for dweliing

.6 growth in the means of transportation and communication
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r47.

148.

151. "New Atlantis" is the work of

(A) Sir Thomas More

(C) Comte

the schemes taken bv the Government to remove urban poveltv.

(A) Jawahar Rozgar Yojana

(B) Rashtriya Gokul Mission
4

- Al National Social Assistance Programme\az'
(D) Sampoorna Grameen Rozgar Yojana

said that "Sociology and Social Anthropology are, in their broadcast

sense one and the same"?

(A) Robert Redfield
,1

.O Hoebel

150. "A Modern lJtopia" is the work of

,gf H G. wells

(C) C.H. Cooley

I49. Who said "Theories without facts are empty and facts without theories are blind"?

.6 Immanuel Kant (B) Max Muller

(C) Kingsley Davis (D) Malthus

(B) Kroebar

(D) Radcliffe Brown

(B) A.R. Desai

(D) C.H. Mead

,JEf sir Francis Bacon

(D) Godwin

L52. Who is the author of the book "Politics"?
t

$T Aristotle (B) Kautilya

(C) Manu (D) Confucius
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sociologists does not belong to French School of

of the evolution of societ\" on the principle of natulal

N.G. \{uller

Herbert Spencer

(B)

Jtf

155. Sociology emerged as a response to

(A) the issues and problems associated with Amei'ican society

(B) the effects of World War I

(C) the revolutionary social changes stemming from the effect of the

the revoiutionary social changes stemming from the effects of

revolution

153. \\rho are among the followrng

Sociology?

(A) Auguste Comte

(C) Emile Durkheim

154. \\rho explained his theoi'1,

evolution?

(A) Charles Darwin

(C) Karl Pearson

,gtf on^x weber

(D) B. Charles N'{ontesquieu

156. Who

,t{
(c)

introduced the concept'Sociological

C. Wright Mills

Max Weber

lmagination'?

(B) Auguste Comte

(D) Durkheim

reformation

the industrial
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157.

(A)

(c)

Vierkandt

Weber

belongs to the synthetic school of thought.

{rf Ginsberg

(D) Tonnies
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158. Sociology is Science, because it is

(A) objective

(C) qualitative

(B) quantitative

159. refers to the objcctive, scientific unbiased study of society for the
purposes of pure knowledge and theoretical advance.

(A) Real Socioiogy

,p Pure Sociolog.v

(C) Neutral Sociology

(D) Value Neutrality

160. Cours de Philosophie the first book highlighting the special subject of Sociology is
written by

6 methodical

(B) Weber

(D) Durkheim

(B) Economics

162. What is the main focus of Sociology?
-,G) Gi'oupv

(C) Natural World

(A) Anthropology

(C) Politicai Science

(C) Spencer & Coser

ADSO/19

163. The functionalist perspective had its original inspiration from the work of

6 Spencer & Durkheim (B) Spencer & Marx

{f comte

(C) Green

161. Identify the social science that focus on individual behavidur and mental processes.

,df Psycholosy

(B) Individual

(D) Personality
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164. \\Ihich of the following is not a characteristic of Indian tribes?
(A)^ Kinship as an insrlument of social boncls
-uVF) A strong hielarchy among men and groups

(C) Communitar.ian basis of land holding
(D) Lack of distinction betrveen form and substance of relieion

165. \Vhich anong the following is not a personal factor of unemplo5'ment?
(A)^ \-ocational L-nfirness (B) Ph)-sical disabilities.e

g Defective educational system (D) Incapabilities

166. Which among the following is not an element of unemplol'ment?

,tf An individual should be technologically strong
(B) An individual should be willing to wolk
(C) An individual shouid be capable of working
(D) An individual must make an effort to find work

167. Which of the following is not associated with rural cornmunities in India?
(A) Social homogeneity

(B) Informal social control.^
/f T l' I

Jf Individualisation
(D) Dominance of primary relations

168. Which are the tribes that belong to the Sub-Himalayan region of North and North
West India?

(A) Garos, Nagas, Kuki
(B) ^ Santals, Ho, Munda

-
{rf Gujjans, Bodh, Kinnaurs
(D) Ahoms, Garos, Nagas

169. said that "Poverty is the exploitation of the labourer by the capitalist".
Karl Marx (B) Giilin and Gillin

(D) Adam Smith
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(C) Malthus
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170. Who introduced Jawahar Rozgar Yojna?

(A) Prime N,finister Manmohan Singh

{ff Prime N{inister Rajiv Gandhi

(C) Pi'ime N,Iinister Nehru

(D) Prime \{inister Modi

171- Non-formal education scheme was introduced rn 1978-80 by the Central Govelnmenr
to support

.rff fb'mal s5-stem of education fo'childr.en below 14 years

(B) uniformal system of education for children below 14 r,ears

(C) elementary education

(D) None of the above

172. Which are the tribes that belong to Westeln India complising of Rajasthan, Gu,arat
and Maharashtra?

4f N{ina, Bhils, Kumbis (B) Oraons, Gonds, Chenchu

(D) Khasis, Mizos, Nagas(C) Gujjars Bodh, Swanglia

173. Identify the programme that focussed on the development of ST by assisting them
economically to cross poverty line

(A) LAMPS

(C) Vocationai tracing

(B) TRIFED

174. when did Panchayati Raj come into force in Indian Society?

(A) 24th May 1993 ,6 24th April 1993

(C) 24th October 1992 (D) 24th AprrI 1992

,.pf The 2o point programme
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175' Which of the following.sentences is not tlue legarding Durkheims organic soiidarity?

I. Solidarity is based on strong social constraint

II. Solidarity is achreved with administrative and constitutional law

III. Solidality is based on homogeneit5-of values and behaviour,

IV. Solidai'it5, stLesses equarity, riberty, fraternity and justice

;?i;l:il
(C) II and lY
(D) iI and iII

176' \\rhich of the following sentences is not associated with Spencer's inclustrial societv?
(A)- Industrial Society was a decent'arised Government2

6 Economic autonom)'is found in industr.ial society
(C) Industrial societS' is characterised by voluntary co-operation
(D) The functions of the state are very much limited in industrial societv

177 - Which of the following constitute essential aspect of the 'Functional theory'
./f Functionai imperatives
(B) Functional alternatives
(C) Functional accomplishment

(D) Functional failure

178' defined an ideal type is an analytical construct that serve the
investigation as a measuring rod to ascertain similarities as weil as deviation tn
'concrete cases'

(A)^ Sorokin (B) Spencer

JC) N{ax !\reber O) parsons

179. is the goal oriented organisation.
(A) Authoritv

,g/ B.r.uu.r..u.y
(B) Power

(D) Hierarchy
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180. Simmel insisted
and lepulsion
,-)g bocratlon

(B) Conflict

(C) Cooperation

(D) Assimilation

181. \Vho

(A)

(B)

182. Which one of the following social
"a philosophy of social revolution"

.Cl Kari Marx

(ts) Lewis Coser'

(C) Max Weber

(D) Parsons

183. Cathartic action is special action with

(A) rationalism

(B) feudaiism
,.)l(J ^*^+;v) emorrons

(D) functionalism

184. The theor)'"Law of three stages"t\LA Aususte Comte

(C) Durkheirn

ADSO/19

always involved both harmony and conflict attractron

thinkers is closely associated with the statement

(c)

,6

rntroduced the concept of social statics and social dynamics in sociology?

Weber

Durkheim

Cooley

Comte

was the work

(B)

(D)
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185. Accoi'ding to Max \\reber an ideal type is a that serves the investisator
as a measuring rod to ascertain similalitics as *eli as deviation in concrete cases

186. \\'hat is the child labour age according to the Articl e 24?

Below 14 1'ears (B) Below 16 years

(C) Below 18 1'eals (D) Below 15 5'eai's

187. Sociologists make use of "

(A) Critical consrruct

(C) Social construct

,6f Analytical construct

(D) Theoletical construct

), -" as measuring rods or as means to find out

(B) Pure t5,'pe

(D) Village type

188' Following statement NOT come under the characteristics of class consciousness of
n'orking class?

(A) Awareness of exploitation (B) Recognition of common rights

lgT Presence of conservatism (D) Identification of opposition gl.oup

189. \Iarxism is founded in ideology.

,a6 nao.rcat rdeolog-v

(D) Liberal ideology
\

\
190. A social fact is a phase of behaviour (thinking, feeling or acting) which is subjective

to the observer and which has a coercive nature said by \

(A) Kari Marx 5 Durkheim

(C) S.K. Murthy O) E.S. Borardus

similarities and differences in the actual phenomena.

(A) Modern type

,rrd Ideai type

(A) Conservative ideology

(C) Traditional ideology
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191. "In gloup and Out gr.oup" classification,was given bv

V:;:r",

(A) ^ Plimaly gloup

g Secondary groups

(C) Tertiary groups

(D) Territorial groups

(B) Sorokin

(D) Ellwood

792. are mostly organized groups.

193. is a less violent form of opposition in which two or more persons or
gro-ups struggle for some end or goal.

..Qi Comnetitionv'
(B) Conflict

(C) Accommodation

(D) Assimiiation

I94- In urban, industrial societies, the younger generation other transmits knowledee and
skills to the older generation is known as

# Reversesocialization

(B) Resocialization

(C) Anticipatory socialization

(D) Secondary socialization

195. Accommodation is the

(A) The process of getting along inspite of differences

(B) Fusion of group and culture

(C) Violent form of opposing

.6f Working together to pursuit the common soal
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196. defined socialisation is the process by which individual learns to

conform to the norms of the group.

(A) Bogardus

(C) Peter Worsley

W.F. Ogburn

(D) Lundberg

797 . Groups are classified on the basis of nature and quality of social interaction into

(A) In and Out groups

,td Primary and Second.ary groups

(C) Temporary and Permanent groups

(D) Horizontal and Vertical groups

198. "Family as an ideological conditioning device" opinion by

(A) Pierre Bourdiew ,A David Cooper

(C) G.H. Mead (D) Gerald Handel

199. "The process in which man attains a sense of harmony with his environment" is

caIIed

(A) Assimilation

(C) Acculturation

200. Which group participate in the larger social life but mainly for its own gain and not

for the greater good?

(A) Unsocial

(C) Prosocial

(B) Antisocial
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(B) Accumulation

gf Accommodation

,6 Pseudo social
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